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History of Archaeology
History of Organ Transplants
History of Quantum Mechanics

The National Science Education
Standards for
The Foragers: Electric Sheep

OVERVIEW
The Foragers: Electric Sheep, by Alicia Cole and based on
the screenplay by Lee Fanning, presents 5th-8th grade students several opportunities (both through the narrative
story and added science fact articles) to encounter a wide
array of science concepts ranging from skills of basic scientific inquiry to the finer topics like the transfer of energy
(quantum mechanics) covered in the National Science Education Standards, a system of standards that is adhered
to by all providers of public education in the United States.
The 12-question quiz added to the book also allows students to extend and demonstrate one’s own understanding
of science concepts covered throughout the book (narrative story and articles).

The National Science Standards referenced below can be
referenced at the following web address csun.edu/science/ref/
curriculum/reforms/nses/nses-complete.pdf.

OUTLINE OF NSES CONTENT STANDARDS COVERED
CONTENT STANDARD A: SCIENCE AS INQUIRY
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry, and understandings about scientific inquiry” (p. 143, csun.edu).
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. At the beginning of the story, Gizmo demonstrates
good scientific inquiry methods such as asking questions,
observation, formulating a hypothesis, and a test [toxicology] on pages 8-9 when he is trying to figure out where he is
before Lennigen suggests he simply had a dream.
2. In the science fact article “Why Do We Dream,” contributing writer Steph explains different theories for why
we dream and how these theories came to fruition. At the
end of the article, Steph also encourages the reader to “... get
famous” by developing a “coherent and predictable theory
for why we dream and what they ultimately mean” (p. 47).

“Scientific investigations sometimes result in new ideas
and phenomena for study, generate new methods or procedures for an investigation, or develop new technologies to
improve the collection of data. All of these results can lead
to new investigations” (csun.edu).
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. Each of the science fact articles included in the book
show how different technologies related to the fields of archeology, psychology (i.e. study of dreams), Quantum Mechanics, and medical science (organ transplants) have been
driven by the human desire to solve problems, investigate
the unknown, and improve the collection of data.
2. In the narrative story, the Foragers uncover a whole
new field of study when they discover the Sleepwalkers
due to the transmissions sent from the Wise Drive located
there.
CONTENT STANDARD B: PHYSICAL SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop an understanding of, properties and changes of properties in matter, motions and forces, and transfer
of energy” (p. 149, csun.edu).

How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. The “What Is Quantum Mechanics” article explains
how electrons can act as both particles and waves and act
as a wave when they cannot be observed doing so.
2. The Theory of Quantum Entanglement can be seen in
the way that Gizmo seems to be caught in two different realities at the same time, yet he is able to communicate to
himself between the two to understand what is happening
and make the decision not to hurt Cal and Lennigen [p. 7982]). This Theory of Quantum Entanglement can also be
compared to how dreams are understood as the entanglement of both the conscious and unconscious mind.
CONTENT STANDARD C: LIFE SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop understanding of structure and function in
living systems, reproduction and heredity, regulation and
behavior, populations and ecosystems, and diversity and
adaptations of organisms” (p. 155, csun.edu)
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. The Super Science Showcase article titled “Can We
Make A Frankenstein?” discusses organs, tissues, organ
systems, including how they are structured and function),
reproduction and heredity, regulation and behavior, populations and ecosystems diversity and adaptations of organisms.

2. In the narrative story, Babs has a conversation with
Cal about why Sheevan’s and Tito’s do not dream beyond
puberty on pages 29-30 where Babs explains, “They’re an
evolutionary crutch we’ve grown beyond.”
3. The “Why Do We Dream?” article on pages 45-47 explores “Threat Simulation Theory” and how dreams may
actually help living organisms evolve and stay safe by providing these organisms practice scenarios.
CONTENT STANDARD D: EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE
“As a result of their activities in grades 5-8, all students
should develop an understanding of the structure of the
earth system, earth’s history, and earth in the solar system”
(p. 158, csun.edu)
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. Staff contributor Madison’s article titled “What Is Archeology” on page 23, where she writes about different
ways scientists learn about/study earth’s history such as
archeology, anthropology, stratigraphy, satellite photography, and Light Detection And Ranging (LIDAR). Madison
also explains some tools such as shovel, backhoe, sifter,
and the Provenance documentation system that are used
to safely excavate and chart found objects during archaeological digs.

2. The book includes vocabulary related to settings mentioned in the book such as the planet of Bathsheba, solar
system, and galaxy. The book includes these key science vocabulary terms in a whole language context as to promote
student understanding of the hierarchy of the universe in
which specific planets are contained within solar systems,
and solar systems within galaxies (i.e. earth is within the
Milky Way).
CONTENT STANDARD E: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop abilities of technological design and understandings about science and technology.”
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:
“Many different people in different cultures have made
and continue to make contributions to science and technology” (p. 166, csun.edu)
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. On page 87, Griff comments “It’s a shame, really.
All that information, all those cultures. It’s a shame we
couldn’t salvage something tangible from this little experience.” Here students are instructed on how different cultures make contributions to science and technology, contributions that should be valued and preserved, if possible.

“Science and technology are reciprocal. Science helps
drive technology, as it addresses questions that demand
more sophisticated instruments and provides principles
for better instrumentation and technique. Technology is
essential to science, because it provides instruments and
techniques that enable observations of objects and phenomena that are otherwise unobservable due to factors
such as size, distance, location, size, and speed. Technology
also provides tools for investigations, inquiry, and analysis” (p. 166, csun.edu)
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. The “What Is Archeology?” article explains how archaeological tools improved over time as better technology (i.e. stratigraphy, satellite photography, LIDAR) and
methods (sifter, Provenance) became available and were
researched due to a human desire to better understand the
past.
2. The “Why Do We Dream?” article explains that the
desire to understand why and how people dream led to
the study of the different types of brain waves that occur
while someone is dreaming. Technology provided the instrument we needed to study these brain waves and better
understand dreams.
3. The “Can We Make a Frankenstien?” article explains
that new knowledge regarding transplants could lead to

Lab Grown Organs and would eliminate the need for donors and could be grown to specifically fit and replicate the
previous organ’s function in someone’s body.
4. The “What Is Quantum Mechanics?” article explains
how Quantum Mechanics is the study of the smallest subatomic particles we can study with our current technology.
The article also explains how Max Plank was able to develop the “Quanta” model, which treated particles as discrete
units as opposed to continuous units. Finally, technology
created allows us to actually see an electron and how it behaves (wave pattern versus bullet depending on how we
observe it).
5. Various fictional technologies mentioned in the narrative text such as the Wise Drive, Chameleon Suits, Bab’s
wrist jockey (i.e. holographic computer), and the Phantom
Extractor illustrate the use of technology to solve a need.
CONTENT STANDARD F: SCIENCE IN PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES
“As a result of activities in grades 5-8, all students should
develop understanding of personal health; populations, resources, and environments; natural hazards; risks and benefits; science and technology in society” (p. 166, csun.edu).
Specific fundamental concepts and principles from NSES that
underlie this concept:

“Students should understand the risks associated with
natural hazards (fires ,floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions), with chemical hazards
(pollutants in air, water, soil, and food), with biological
hazards (pollen, viruses, bacterial, and parasites), social
hazards (occupational safety and transportation), and
with personal hazards (smoking, dieting, and drinking)”
(p. 169, csun.edu).
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. On page 18, the Foragers encounter the toxic “Phoenix
Dust” which the Foragers compare to swimming in a volcano. The “Phoenix Dust” comes from the “Sheevan Dusters”
whom Griff explains are spreading the dust to clean or tidy
the ground that was once the site of a battle. Here students
learn about technology in the form of a chemical hazard
created to solve a societal problem (war).
“Science cannot answer all questions and technology
cannot solve all human problems or meet all human needs”
(p. 169, csun.edu).
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
1. The “What Is Quantum Mechanics?” article describes
the “One Slit Two Slit Problem” and how the electron did
not behave how they expected it to. In fact, the electron
only behaved in a wave pattern when they could not directly observe it.

2. In the “Can We Make A Frankenstein?” article on page
56, staff contributor Laika describes how the brain is the
one organ that scientists cannot figure out how to keep viable for transplant as it starts dying immediately after loss
of oxygen. Laika also explains that figuring out how to get
nerves to regrow in the spinal column is another problem
scientists have yet to figure out, another phenomenon that
points to the limitations of science and technology.
3. On page 74, in the article titled “What Is Quantum Mechanics?”, staff contributor Caleb writes, “Don’t let it bother you-- some of the best scientists we have ever known
were confused by the subject-- including Albert Einstein
(who once expressed how bizarre the theory was simply by
stating ‘God does not throw dice’”).
“Individuals can use a systematic approach to thinking
critically about risks and benefits. Examples include applying probability estimates to risks and comparing them to
estimated personal and social benefits” (p. 169, csun.edu).
“Important personal and social decisions are made
based on perceptions of benefits and risks” (p. 169, csun.
edu).
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:

1. In the narrative story, Gizmo has to think critically
about the risks and benefits of several different decisions
he makes (i.e. leaving the Quatermain when he has been
instructed not to, staying in a dream state with the sleepwalkers vs. being in a permanent waking state to save his
friends, going through pain to save the Foragers, whether
he agrees with the rodent that the Sleepwalkers are wrong
about eternity being more important than the present, etc.
At the end of the book, Cal specifically comments that Gizmo “... sacrificed heaven for us” (p. 88).
2. In the narrative story, the rodent (Master Drive) has
decided that the sleepwalkers are wrong and that they
must be stopped from reprogramming him but his personal convictions about “not being a tool for mass slaughter”
motivate the Master Drive, disguised as a rodent hologram,
to seek out Gizmo and use Gizmo to actually destroy himself. Essentially, the rodent is making a personal and social
decision (saving society from the Sleepwalker’s flawed beliefs) based on his perception that the benefits outweigh
the value of his life. Gizmo comments that the Wise Drive
was “... a machine willing to die for the good of the galaxy-the good of a species-- decidedly nothing like its own” (p.
87).
3. The Sleepwalkers and the “Frankenstein-Looking”
Dreamer have also made social decisions (i.e. hooking their
brains up to the Master Drive) based on their fear of the absence of eternity after death.

NSES Standard Met by Discussion Questions
Included with the Book
CONTENT STANDARD A: SCIENCE AS INQUIRY
“Students should develop the ability to listen to and respect the explanations proposed by other students. They
should remain open to and acknowledge different ideas
and explanations, be able to accept the skepticism of others, and consider alternative explanations” (p. 148, csun.
edu)
How The Foragers: Electric Sheep addresses this standard:
Students should be encouraged to answer and discuss
questions 11-12 included in the book to help foster their
ability to listen and respect their classmates’ ideas.

Now that you’ve read the book,
can you answer all these questions?
MULTIPLE CHOICE & FILL IN THE BLANK
1. Which creature does Gizmo see in chapter 1?
a) A rodent
b) A mouse
c) A Mauderer
d) A Dreamer
2. The Foragers travel to the planet of
_____________________________ in chapter 2?
3. How do Lennigen, Babs, Griff, Gizmo, and Cavalier protect themselves from the Phoenix Dust?
a) Bab’s wrist jockey creates a forcefield around
them
b) Wearing their Chameleon Suits

c) Phoenix Dust is only snow so it is not dangerous
d) The Foragers outrun the duster dropping the
Phoenix Dust above them
4. In chapter 4, the Foragers get attacked by “a
horribly hunched, man-sized, wolf-like beast
with razor claws” called a __________________.
5. In the Super Science Showcase Staff article “Why Do We Dream?”, Steph explains
that dreams usually occur during the
_________________________ cycle of sleep: the first
90 minutes of sleep when your eyes move rapidly
in various directions.
6. In chapter 7, the Foragers explore the
“Quadralaradian tomb” and conclude that the
skeletons inside hooked their minds up to the
master computer because…
a) They were simply afraid of dying like anyone
else would be
b) They wanted to become smarter like the master
computer
c) They were conquered by another cultural group
who connected them to the master computer unwillingly
d) They were afraid of dying because they did not
believe in an afterlife

7. In the “Can We Make a Frankenstein” Super
Science Showcase article, a viable organ is best
defined as…
a) An organ that has been deprived of oxygen
b) An organ usable by another human via transplant
c) Both A and D are correct. An organ that has been
deprived of oxygen AND is unusable as a transplant.
d) An organ that is unusable as a transplant
8. In chapter 9, Cal and Lennigen recognize the
power signature on the Dreamer’s body as the
Wise Drive and become fearful for their friend,
Gizmo, because ...
a) Gizmo is from the Guardian Unit and could reprogram the Wise Drive
b) Gizmo cannot reprogram the Wise Drive and
they will quickly figure this out and have no use for
him
c) Gizmo will likely not survive the power flux
caused by him reprogramming the Wise Drive
d) Gizmo does not know about the Wise Drive

9. In chapter 10, Gizmo learns that the
_______________________, who has been leading
him through his dream world, is really a hologram created by the Wise Drive computer to
recruit his help in freeing it from the “grip” of the
sleepwalkers.
10. In chapter 11, the Foragers think that Bab’s
summons to the _________________________ using
her wrist jockey worked, but instead of getting
help Gizmo comes to attack them.

DISCUSSION
11. In chapter 8, Solval shows Gizmo a large city
where everyone is “...focused on the day’s activities. No one notices the onlookers above” (p. 53).
Solval explains that “Everything is relative in the
dream…” and that “each’s experience… is unique”
(p. 53). What do you think would happen if the onlookers did/could notice Gizmo, everything was
not relative, and everyone’s experience was similar instead of unique?
12. In the Super Science Showcase article on pages
71-74, staff contributor Caleb explains the theory
of Quantum Entanglement as something “which
occurs when knowing a characteristic about one
electron forces another electron to assume another characteristic” (p. 73). In chapter 11, Gizmo can
see the two realities (dream and waking world)
and has to choose to enter the waking reality to
save his friends. How could the theory of Quantum Entanglement offer an explanation of how
Gizmo is able to “fight the urge” and not destroy
his friends?

Quiz answers
Literal (Level 1) Questions: Students can find the answer to
these questions directly in the text.
1. a
2. Bathsheba
3. b
4. Marauder
5. REM
Inferential (Level 2) Questions: Students may have to look
more than one place in the text to find the answer.
6. d
7. b
8. a
9. Rodent
10. Dusters

Evaluative (Level 3) Questions: Students will not be able to
find the answer to these questions directly in the text. Educators should encourage students to stop and think about what
they already know (background knowledge) to help them.
Evaluative questions may also ask students to assimilate new
information into their schema by evaluating some of the information in the text based on their previous knowledge and
beliefs.
11. Student answers will vary as they evaluate the information presented based on their own background knowledge. A possible answer to this question would discuss how
if the onlookers could notice Gizmo it would no longer be a
dream. If the onlookers noticed or acknowledged Gizmo’s
presence they would actually be interacting with him. Essentially, everyone’s experience being relative and everyone’s experience being unique is what defines a dream and
makes it different than reality. A dream may seem like reality, but it is not because everyone is not experiencing the
same thing and therefore cannot interact.

12. Student responses will vary, but strong responses
should be able to make the connection between how Gizmo
is essentially functioning as an electron and is able to communicate with himself between the two realities by using
his knowledge gained through his dream reality encounters with the rodent and Sloval to impact his decisions to
not shoot his friends in the waking reality. Students may
also reference how Bab references “ionizing the electrons
passing through the current” or how a white orb exits Gizmo’s body when he fries the conduit on the back of his head
and how these are evidence that Gizmo can be seen as functioning as an electron and how the theory of Quantum Entanglement applies to Gizmo’s experiences.

WHAT IS ARCHAEOLOGY?
By Madison, Super Science Showcase Staff
So, why are the Foragers stationed in another galaxy in the first place? Because they’re a team of archaeologists, working to discover fascinating things
about ancient Bathshebean cultures before they are
all lost to the war. But what is archaeology?
Archaeology is the study of human activity
through the finding, recovery, study and observation of material objects. Archaeology is related
to Anthropology, the study of humanity, and the
two disciplines often intersect and overlap in many
ways.
Archaeologists study humans through the things
they have left behind, and are experts in finding,
documenting and analyzing human artifacts and
developing theories about the people that left them.
They are very meticulous and document all of their
findings very exactly in a method known as Stratigraphy, which records an item’s precise location,

depth and surrounding items that may be associated
with the item found. This exactness allows them to
understand not only the item itself but often the relation of the item with other items from the human
activity of that era.
Archaeology developed as a discipline from the desire of humans to understand their past, and developed over time from a very haphazard approach to
excavation, where uneducated and unskilled people
looted sites, more or less, and wrote about their findings; to a very detailed method where the site is studied and documented extensively with the findings
published in professional journals after Peer Review
made by other scientists.
Archaeology is an exacting science and requires
rigid documentation of all phases in the finding and
excavation of artifacts. Sites are located by many
techniques, and with the advances of technology, the
number of techniques have increased significantly in
the last few decades. Satellite photography, LIDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) and other types of remote sensing are becoming increasingly prominent
in the location of potential sites. Once a site is located, it’s surveyed by the use of sophisticated tools to
determine the site’s exact size and shape. Detailed
maps of the site are then developed so that the archaeologist can best know where to begin the search
for artifacts. All of this is documented thoroughly so
that other archaeologists can study the methods and
come up with improvements for future site detec-

tion, surveying and mapping.
Once the survey is complete, the site is excavated.
There are many ways to excavate and the tools that
are used, whether it be shovels or backhoes, depend
upon the characteristics of the site. One tool that is
almost always used is a Sifter. With a sifter, all dirt
recovered from the site is sifted down to the minutest parts to make sure no archaeological content is
accidentally missed. All items found are documented and their Provenance (exact depth, location, and
their relationship with other articles found near the
object) is documented as well to help in the analysis
and study of the object.
While archaeology was developed by many countries, one of the first (and perhaps main) contributors was England. In the late 1700s and early 1800s,
a self-titled Antiquarian named William Cunnington
excavated some ancient barrows (mounds) and meticulously documented the findings of Neolithic and
Bronze Age items found within them. Others that
contributed greatly to the foundations of modern
archaeology include Englishmen Augustus Pitt Richards and William Flinders Petrie, the latter of whom
was the first man to perform archaeological study of
the pyramids of Egypt.
Sounds great right? Well, if you wanna get out in
the field someday, the study of archaeology is an important but exact science, so plan to hit the books before you get dirty!

WHY DO WE DREAM?
By Steph, Super Science Showcase Staff
Dreams have always been a mystery. First off, it’s
important to point out that dreaming is not just a human characteristic-- instead, it appears to be a mammalian characteristic. All mammals have Rapid Eye
Movement (REM), a cycle of sleep that occurs usually
in the first 90-minutes in which your eyes move rapidly in various directions, which is typically indicative of a dreaming state. Other animals, like selected
reptiles and even some birds also dream, but it’s not
universal-- for instance, no fish or insects are known
to dream.
The ancient Greeks, Romans and Egyptians believed that dreams were prophetic, so much so that
dream interpretation was even an important occupation! Dreams weren’t taken up as a science until the
late 1890s, when Sigmund Freud, an Austrian neurologist, developed Psychoanalysis, where dreams

were interpreted as wish fulfillment. Carl Jung,
a Swiss psychiatrist, believed dreams were much
more than just wish fulfillment, and in fact were an
expression of both the conscious and unconscious
mind, with very complex meanings.
With the advent of new technologies, new reasons
for why we dream have been suggested. One interpretation is that dreams don’t mean anything, and
are simply electrical impulses that randomly pull
thoughts and images from our minds. This theory,
called Activation-Synthesis, states that the only
reason dreams have any meaning is because we force
them to make sense to ourselves when the dream occurs close to us being awake.
Another theory, Threat Simulation Theory,
states that dreams exist to assist in the evolution of
our species. It posits that animals that can dream are
doing so to work out how to best respond to certain
circumstances that might put them in danger in
real, waking life.
A recent theory to try and explain why dreams exist was developed by an Italian group, who based it
on the analysis of the type of dream a person has had
with the type of Brainwave that was most prominent in the brain at the time of the dream. That’s
right-- brainwaves-- and there are four distinct types
that we currently understand: Delta, Theta, Alpha,
and Beta. Each represents a different Oscillation
Speed (movement back and forth at a regular speed)
in the brain. A group of subjects were awakened

during the night as each of these waves were prominent on their scan, and it was found that the dreams
that happened during theta waves were much more
likely to be remembered by the subjects. Since theta waves are also correlated with memories, it is
thought that sleep is a way to make memories more
memorable and to ensure that important memories
are more likely to be recalled when needed.
Wanna get famous? You could probably do worse
than developing a coherent and predictable theory
for why we dream and what they ultimately mean. If
you can do it, a Nobel prize likely awaits.

can we make a frankenstein?
By Laika, Super Science Showcase Staff
Is it possible to build a Frankenstein Monster?
The short answer is maybe-- if you mean is it possible to build a human from dead tissue, the answer
is no; but if it’s is it possible to build part of a human
from tissue that has not yet died, the answer is yes!
There are several organs that we can Transplant,
and do so regularly now, all around the world; and
in theory, we could likely transplant all organs-given the organs were Viable. Organs begin to lose
viability almost immediately after death, and most
organs must be transplanted within a few hours or
they will become unusable. Human tissue, on the
other hand, retains viability for much longer and
tissues can be Banked (kept very cold so that it remains viable) for up to five years.
As of yet, there is no way to transplant a brain.
The brain begins to die as soon as it is deprived of
oxygen, and so far we haven’t been able to figure out

how to prevent this. Another issue is that we don’t
know how to regrow nerves in a spinal column-- so
even if a foreign brain was put on a foreign spine,
the two could not work together.
As I mentioned before, there are many other
types of transplants that are possible, such as liver transplants, heart transplants, and even cornea
transplants in your eye! Each, of course, have their
own sets of requirements, and there must be compatible characteristics between donor and recipient
in order for any transplant to work. Some organs
only require that the Blood Type of the donor and
recipient be the same, though others require much
more similarity and at least one type of transplant
(an ovary transplant) has only been done successfully with twins.
While, as I mentioned, there has never been a
brain transplant, there was once an attempt to
transplant a monkey’s head! The procedure was performed by a surgeon named Robert White in 1970.
The monkey did survive for a short period, but
could not move any parts of its new body since the
spine nerves could not function-- again, because the
nerves of the spinal column could not be regrown.
It is highly doubtful that a true Frankenstein
monster, with its mix and match of odd findings
built together to create a living person, will ever be
possible. Our knowledge of anatomy and biology
has progressed tremendously since Frankenstein
was written by Mary Shelley in 1817, and we now

know that many organs and tissues must be compatible with each other for transplants to work.
It is also true that our knowledge and capacity to
transplant are increasing every day; and the possibility of future Lab Grown Organs-- which would
bypass the need for donors and could theoretically
be grown to order for the recipient-- seems more
and more likely each year. I mean, if they can make
me-- a talking and thinking holographic dog-- the
sky’s the limit!

WHat is quantum mechanics?
By Caleb, Super Science Showcase Staff
Quantum Mechanics (QM) is one of the most studied parts of physics in human history. It’s never been
proven wrong, though no one really understands
why it’s right; it makes little sense to the average
person and possibly even less to the physicists that
study it; and yet it does exactly what you want science to do-- it makes predictions before an event that
are proved to be accurate.
QM is a branch of physics that is the fundamental theory of particles and sub-particles; basically
it’s science at the lowest size and lowest energy that
it is possible to study given our current knowledge
and technology. We’re talking VERY SMALL THINGS
guys. Like, smaller than a grain of sand, or even smaller than your little brother’s bladder on that car trip
to Myrtle Beach. QM arose from studies in the late
1800s and early 1900s when scientists were trying

to understand the Black Body Radiation Problem.
The specifics of the black body problem are not essential to understanding QM, but in short, the problem was that the classical physics prediction of how
a Black Body (an idealized object which absorbs and
emits all frequencies-- think of it as a REALLY black
shirt) would emit radiation was not predictive. A
scientist named Max Plank was able to develop a predictive model that treated particles as Quanta (discreet units) rather than as continuous, and it solved
the black body problem.
QM grew from this small seed into one of the most
studied of all science theories, and some of the conclusions around the world that stem from QM are
truly amazing.
To illustrate the first conundrum of QM, think of a
bullet hole. A bullet goes directly through a target and
makes a single hole in that target. Scientists originally thought that was how a particle would react in the
quantum world if you shot it through a target-- after
all, that’s how it happens in our physical world, so
why wouldn’t the tiny, tiny world that makes up our
physical world react the same way? However, when
scientists performed such a test on particles-- where
they would shoot the particle, like a bullet, through
a target-- sometimes it would react the way they
expected, the way it happens in the physical world,
leaving what looked like a bullet-type pattern in the
target. But sometimes they got what looked like a
wave pattern on the target, which means there were

parts of the target that appeared to be splashed, like
by a water wave. It seemed that sometimes the atom
or the subpart of the atom, the sub-atom (usually an
Electron) could act as a particle, while other times,
it could act as a WAVE.
There is another famous test, called the One Slit
and Two Slit Problem, where whenever scientists
allowed the electron to go through just one slit,
they got a bullet pattern on the target. If the electron was allowed to go through two slits, they got a
wave pattern. The scientists were able to allow only
one electron through at a time, so they thought that
could give them a bullet pattern even if they shot
the electron through two slits; however, it didn’t-- it
gave them a wave pattern. The scientists even tried
to move the detector before the electron entered the
slit and record it that way, and when they did, they
always got a bullet pattern. It seemed that the electron would act as a wave only when it could not directly be seen acting as a wave. THIS MEANS THAT
THE VERY FACT THAT THE SCIENTISTS WERE OBSERVING THE PARTICLES WAS AFFECTING HOW
THE PARTICLE WAS BEHAVING!
There are other really weird things that seem to
occur in the Quantum world. There appear to be effect before cause in some circumstances, which is
equivalent to a broken cup jumping back off the floor
and fitting itself together perfectly on the kitchen
table. There is Quantum Entanglement (which Albert Einstein called “spooky action at a distance”),

which occurs when knowing a characteristic about
one electron forces another electron to assume another characteristic. Although there is still debate
on this subject, it seems to some that this happens
because one electron has communicated with another in some fashion, even over a great distance,
and this may violate Albert Einstein’s most famous
theory, the Theory of Relativity.
There are many other strange things that occur
at the subatomic level that just don’t make sense to
how we conceive of nature in the physical world that
we live in. A little confused? Don’t let it bother you-some of the best scientists we have ever known were
confused by the subject-- including Albert Einstein
(who once expressed how bizarre the theory was
simply by stating “God does not throw dice.”) Perhaps a quote from the great physicist Richard Feynman should be our last word on the subject: “If you
think you understand Quantum Mechanics, you
have failed to understand.”

GLOSSARY
By the Super Science Showcase Staff
Activation-Synthesis Theory theory that dreams
are formed in response to lower levels of the brain,
responsible for biological processes, by higher level
functions.
Antiquarian someone who studies history with
particular attention to artifacts, archaeological and
historic sites, or historic archives and manuscripts.
Archaeology the study of human activity through
the recovery and analysis of left behind materials.
Anthropology the study of human societies and
cultures and their development.
Banked preserving organic tissue through cold temperature storage.
Black Body an idealized physical body that absorbs
all wavelengths of light.
Blood Type classification of blood, based on the
presence and absence of antibodies on red blood
cells.

Brainwave (delta, theta, alpha, beta) repetitive patterns of neural activity in the central nervous system.
Carl Jung a Swiss psychiatrist and psychoanalyst
who founded analytical psychology.
Electron a stable subatomic particle with a negative
charge.
Lab Grown Organs organs grown in a laboratory
specifically engineered for the needs of the intended transplant.
LIDAR a surveying method that measures distance
to a target by illuminating it with a laser and measuring the reflection with a sensor.
One Slit and Two Slit Problem a demonstration
that light and matter can display characteristics of
both classically defined waves and particles.
Oscillation Speed the repetitive variation of some
measure about a central value.
Peer Review the evaluation of work by individuals
with similar competences as those producing the
work.
Provenance the timeline of the ownership, custody
or location of an historical object.
Psychoanalysis theories and therapeutic techniques related to the study of the unconscious mind.
Quanta discrete packets of energy emitted as light
and other electromagnetic waves.
Quantum Entanglement a physical phenomenon
which occurs when groups of particles interact and
intertwine in such a way that they can not be de-

scribed independent of one another, even when the
particles are separated by a large distance.
Quantum Mechanics a fundamental theory in physics which describes nature at the smallest scales of
energy levels of atoms and subatomic particles, the
building blocks of our physical world.
Rapid Eye Movement a unique phase of sleep in
mammals and birds which usually accompanies
vivid dreaming by the sleeper.
Satellite photography images of Earth or other
planets collected by imaging satellites.
Sifter device used to sift through unearthed dirt at
an archaeological site to separate any small artifacts
that might still be present.
Sigmund Freud an Austrian neurologist and the
founder of psychoanalysis, a method for treating
psychopathology through dialogue.
Stratigraphy a branch of geology focused on the
study of rock layers and layering.
Theory of Relativity published by Albert Einstein
in 1916, the general theory of relativity explains
that gravity, as we perceive it, comes from the curvature of space and time.
Threat Simulation Theory theory that suggests we
experience dreams as a leftover ancient biological
defense mechanism, which prepares our waking
selves by repeatedly simulating threatening events.
Transplant a medical procedure in which an organ
is removed from one body and placed in the body of
a recipient.
Viable capable of working successfully.

